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Abstract Power and energy are critical concerns for high
performance computing systems from multiple perspec-
tives, including cost, reliability/resilience and sustainabil-
ity. At the same time, data locality and the cost of data
movement have become dominating concerns in scientific
workflows. One potential solution for reducing data move-
ment costs is to use a data analysis pipeline based on in-
situ data analysis.However, the energy-performance-quality
tradeoffs impact of current optimizations and their overheads
can be very hard to assess and understand at the appli-
cation level.In this paper, we focus on exploring perfor-
mance and power/energy tradeoffs of different data move-
ment strategies and how to balance these tradeoffs with
quality of solution and data speculation. Our experimental
evaluation provides an empirical evaluation of different sys-
tem and application configurations that give insights into
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the energy-performance-quality tradeoffs space for in-situ
data-intensive application workflows. The key contribution
of this work is a better understanding of the interactions
between different computation, data movement, energy, and
quality-of-result optimizations from a power-performance
perspective, and a basis for modeling and exploiting these
interactions.
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1 Introduction

Recent technological advances and trends are significantly
changing scientific computing along multiple dimensions.
System architectures are composed of multicore processors
with increasing core counts, closely coupled accelerators
and/or co-processors, and deeper memory hierarchies. Fur-
thermore, power and energy are becoming important con-
cerns from multiple perspectives, including cost, reliabil-
ity/resilience and sustainability.

As we approach the limits of current technologies, there
will be even more severe constraints on energy and power at
all levels, and tradeoffs between performance, power/energy,
resilience, etc., will be essential. For example, building an
exascale system with a budget of 20MW means a budget of
2pJ per operation. This 2pJ budget per operation includes
getting the data for the operation, completing the operation,
and storing the data. We believe that these performance and
energy efficiency targets can only be achieved using a combi-
nation of optimizations along the dimensions of computation,
data movement, desired result quality, and power/energy.
Furthermore, data locality and data movement will be impor-
tant aspects in satisfying these extreme efficiency constraints,
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and it is essential to understand related costs and tradeoffs as
part of the data analysis pipeline.

Current research efforts that address these challenges
are largely disjoint and are mostly designed to optimize
performance and utilization, and can negatively impact
power/energy behaviors. For example, optimizations that
include some form of speculative execution can introduce
a significant work overhead along the non-critical path of a
computation with only limited performance benefits. Finding
the best energy-performance tradeoff, e.g., the right level of
speculation, is therefore a crucial challenge. The same holds
for adjusting the quality of specific application characteris-
tics, for instance in terms of a selected spatiotemporal reso-
lution granularity, or frequency of a data analytics feedback
steps in a scientific workflow. We believe that the application
should be involved in making energy-performance-quality
tradeoff decisions. However, the energy, performance and
quality impact of current optimizations and their overheads
can be very hard to assess and understand at the application
level.

In this paper, we target data-intensive application work-
flows that generate/process large amounts of raw data at run-
time and analyze it in-situ (i.e., where it is generated). Specif-
ically, we focus on a synthetic workflow that reproduces the
behavior of a combustion simulation workflow with an in-
situ data analysis pipeline. Such a workflow needs to process
this data as often as possible to facilitate, for example, more
accurate or faster scientific discovery. The quality of solution
depends on different factors such as the frequency of analysis
of the produced data, the accuracy of the analytics algorithm
used (e.g., single precision vs. double precision) or number
of cores used for performing the analysis.

We study performance and power/energy tradeoffs of dif-
ferent data processing configurations and data movement
strategies, and how to balance these tradeoffs with the quality
of solution. We analyze these tradeoffs in detail for a com-
plete deep memory hierarchy using a canonical in-situ data
analysis workflow. We specifically focus on performance and
power/energy tradeoffs of different strategies for data move-
ment, and study how to balance these tradeoffs with the qual-
ity of solution (i.e., frequency of analysis and number of
resources/cores for performing the analysis) for the targeted
type of workflow. We also propose and study data specula-
tion techniques (also known as “prefetching”) for transferring
data across levels of the deep memory hierarchy leveraging
the iterative and predictive behavior of scientific applications.
Such strategies can significantly reduce I/O costs and opti-
mize energy consumption if the extra power cost is acceptable
and does not result in memory contention.

We also present an empirical evaluation of different sys-
tem and application configurations that gives insights into
the energy-performance-quality tradeoffs space for in-situ
data-intensive application workflows. This work is crucial

for better understanding the interactions between different
computation, data movement, energy, and quality-of-result
optimizations, and provides the foundations for modeling
and exploiting these interactions. The main contributions of
this paper are: (1) a comprehensive study of performance,
power and energy behaviors of in-situ data analysis pipelines
using different resource configurations and data paths in a
(deep) memory hierarchy, and (2) a study of the tradeoffs
between power/performance and quality of the solution, and
speculation-based techniques. The tradeoffs observed in this
study can be used to define an autonomic runtime that can
dynamically select the most appropriate configurations, data
placement, data paths and data movement optimizations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 describes the key data-
related challenges in executing typical data-intensive scien-
tific workflows and optimization strategies, such as spec-
ulation. Section 4 provides an experimental evaluation of
power/performance behaviors and tradeoffs of different data-
centric strategies. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper and
outlines directions for future work.

2 Related work

In this section, we first present existing work related to the
cost of data movement. We then discuss prior studies on data
speculation and, finally, we describe the related approaches
characterizing power/performance tradeoffs for scientific
workflows in systems with deep memory hierarchies.

Data movement in complex memory hierarchies imposes
challenges in both energy efficiency and performance. Exten-
sive prior work focus on algorithm optimization for data
movement minimization [2,30]. Perrone et al. [25] present
optimizations based on domain partitioning to reduce data
movement on BlueGene. The contemporary heterogeneous
accelerator-based system structure complicates the data
movement between slower large storage, faster memories
and on-chip caches [4], which motivates the development
of tools like the one discussed in [9], that implement code-
analysis components to enable efficient data movement in
heterogeneous systems. The power consumption due to the
data movement is non-trivial, and Kestor et al. [17] present a
characterization of energy cost from data movement in sci-
entific applications.

Speculative execution has been largely used to enhance
parallelism, from instruction level parallelism such as branch
prediction in a microprocessor, to task level parallelism in
a heterogeneous system, such as [10], in which Diamos et
al. explore a dynamic optimization technique for specula-
tive execution of GPU kernels. In order to enable parallel
execution of sequential codes, Hammond et al. [16] imple-
ment thread-level speculation, and Balakrishnan et al. [3]
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use speculative inputs to launch methods on other proces-
sors for optimization of sequential programs. There is a large
body of literature on speculation for modern multi-core sys-
tems, including [29] which provides profiled-based specu-
lative parallelization, and many of them are focused on I/O
data speculation. For instance, Nightingale et al. [24] propose
Linux kernel support for multiprocess speculative execution,
which improves the throughput of distributed file systems by
masking I/O latency.

An extensive number of publications have already
addressed energy efficiency focusing on the memory hierar-
chy and storage-class memory with solutions such as µblades
[22], FAWN [1] and Gordon [6]. Some prior work [8] exploit
the use of low-power (thin or wimpy) cores that consume
less energy, typically with the help of micro-benchmarks
[26]. Dong et al. [11] propose 3D stacked magnetic memory
(MRAM) caches for better power efficiency. Yoon et al. [31]
study the potential impact of NVRAM on the performance of
deep memory hierarchies and Li et al. [21] study the poten-
tial impact of hybrid DRAM and byte-addressable NVRAM
on both performance and energy perspectives of scientific
applications. Our previous work [15] also addresses energy
efficiency from an application-aware and data-centric per-
spective, focusing on optimizing data placement/movement
and scheduling computations as part of end-to-end simula-
tion workflows.

Energy-efficiency is becoming a major concern in large-
scale scientific applications. Shalf et al. [12] explore energy
efficiency for extreme-scale scientific applications and
address software-architecture co-design by comparing dif-
ferent architectural alternatives such as multi-cores, GPUs
and many-cores [18]. Rountree et al. [28] developed a sys-
tem called Adagio to collect statistical data on task execution
slacks for applying dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) techniques. Rodero et al. [27] studied application-
centric aggressive power management for HPC workloads
considering power management mechanisms and controls
available at different levels and for different subsystems. Li
et al. [19] focus on the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming
model and used DVFS to reduce the energy requirements
of hybrid application codes for several benchmarks in HPC
systems. They also developed a framework to predict the per-
formance effect of task aggregation in both computation and
communication phases and its impact in terms of execution
time and energy of MPI programs [20]. Lively et al. [23]
investigate energy and performance characteristics of differ-
ent parallel implementations of scientific applications on a
multicore cluster system, and explore interactions between
power consumption and performance. Durillo et al. [13]
study the potential benefits of using a Pareto-based work-
flow scheduling algorithm using energy consumption and
performance models for task executions. Gamell et al. [14]
explored data-related energy-performance tradeoffs and co-

design choices on current and ongoing high-end computing
platforms.

Other existing work characterized power-performance
behaviors and tradeoffs of scientific applications; however,
at the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
explores energy-performance-quality tradeoffs for scientific
workflows with in-situ data analyses with speculative data
movement.

3 Scientific workflows with in-situ data analysis

In this section we provide a description of the specific class
of scientific workflows that we target in this work, and the
data management challenges addressed.

3.1 Targeted workflow

The synthetic workflow used in this paper reproduces the
behavior of a class of scientific workflows with an in-situ
analysis typically used in production simulations. Our ulti-
mate goal is understanding data-related issues for an in-situ
analysis workflow integrated with S3D [7], a massively paral-
lel turbulent combustion code. S3D performs first-principles-
based direct numerical simulations of turbulent combustion
in which both turbulence and chemical kinetics associated
with burning gas-phase hydrocarbon fuels introduce spatial
and temporal scales spanning typically at least five decades.
We use a matrix multiplication kernel in order to simplify the
exploration space (S3D requires n3 MPI ranks) and focus on
the interaction between components. However, the selected
matrix multiplication kernel and S3D have similar power sig-
natures as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 In-situ data analytics

In-situ analysis is performed where the data is located, and
it typically shares memory resources with the primary sci-
entific simulation. The main advantage of in-situ analysis is
that it avoids the data movement. However, constraints on the
acceptable impact on the simulation place significant restric-
tions on type and frequency of in-situ analysis. In contrast,
in-transit pipelines analyze the data while it is being staged
on separate resources, either local or remote. The decision on
whether to perform in-situ and/or in-transit data analysis is
based on data location and performance/energy constraints.
For example, one may use NVRAM as extended DRAM to
analyze data in-situ rather than transfer data over the network
or offload it to disk, in order to save the time and energy
required to transfer the data. In this paper, we focus on in-
situ data analysis and on using a deep memory hierarchy to
support data staging for the analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Although multiple memory levels could be used simultane-
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Fig. 1 Power signature of S3D
and the matrix multiplication
kernel. In both cases 8 cores
were used and the generated
data was written to hard disk

Fig. 2 Proposed data staging architecture. Simulation processes store
data in one level of the memory hierarchy (e.g., NVRAM) and analysis
components load the data from this memory level

ously, in this paper we study the use of each memory level
individually for data staging.

We target scientific and engineering workflows with cou-
pled application components that typically generate large
amounts of raw data at runtime. In general, we propose to
perform the data analysis as often as possible to facilitate
more accurate scientific discovery. This model of accompa-
nying scientific workflows with a data analysis pipeline is
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the data analysis pipeline, an arbi-
trary number of coupled parallel application components
(e.g., simulations) generate data (typically in DRAM) at arbi-
trary rates, and data analytics components process the data
where it is generated. However, as the execution of the scien-
tific application progresses, DRAM becomes insufficient for
storing the raw data, and a data staging area in other mem-
ory levels (e.g., disk or remote memory) is required, which
introduces associated I/O overhead. Clearly, the workflows
can utilize the resources available on emerging architectures
more effectively if the workload can be mapped and sched-
uled to exploit the data locality as well as the communication
patterns between workflow components. NVRAM is one of
the most important elements of emerging storage architec-
tures due to its power efficiency. We propose to use NVRAM

Fig. 3 Targeted data analysis pipeline illustrating execution stages for
N simulation steps—analysis of data from step i can be overlapped
with simulation step i +1; the simulation of step i +2 cannot start until
analysis of step i data is completed

as staging area for the data movement between simulation
and data analysis components, the exploration of which will
be elaborated in Sect. 4.

3.3 Quality of the solution

Simulation-based application workflows are typically itera-
tive (e.g., consisting of multiple time steps as illustrated in
Fig. 3). Each simulation step usually generates data, and,
although this data is not typically processed and analyzed at
every step, it must be analyzed as often as possible to improve
the quality of the solution. For example, turbulent combus-
tion direct numerical simulation currently resolve intermit-
tent phenomena that occur on the order of 10 simulation steps;
however, in order to maintain I/O overheads at a reasonable
level, typically only every 400th step is saved to persistent
storage for post-processing and, as a result, the data pertain-
ing to these intermittent phenomena is lost [5]. We use the
frequency of data analysis as metric for the quality of solution
in this paper.

3.4 Data speculation

Speculative execution has been extensively used as an opti-
mization technique in different areas such as branch predic-
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tion, pipelined processors and optimistic concurrency con-
trol. It provides more concurrency if extra resources are avail-
able. Speculative data movement can potentially improve the
performance of application workflows; however, the possi-
ble power/energy costs associated with data movement may
be large. In this paper we target a deep memory hierarchy
composed of multiple levels such as DRAM, NVRAM and
SSD/disk storage. Efficiently speculating about data transfers
within this deep memory hierarchy requires understanding its
possible impact on performance as well as on energy/power
for each of the levels of the memory hierarchy.

In this paper, we study data speculation in the context
of an in-situ scientific workflow that processes data itera-
tively. Hence, speculation consists on loading the data that
is expected to be processed in the subsequent iteration while
the current data is being processed. As data speculation may
not always be accurate, it can result in larger energy con-
sumption. Thus, it is important to identify when speculation
is beneficial (e.g., to minimize energy consumption or cap-
ping power) and which levels of the memory hierarchy can
be used. Furthermore, using speculation under memory con-
tention may result in significant performance degradation.
Such situations can be determined at runtime, which is one
of the goals of this paper.

4 Experimental evaluation

4.1 Evaluation methodology

Hardware testbed The evaluation has been conducted on the
NSF-funded research instrument “Computational and dAta
Platform for Energy efficiency Research” (CAPER). This is
an eight-node cluster based on SuperMicro SYS-4027GR-
TRT system, which is capable of housing concurrently, in
one node up to eight general-purpose graphical processing
units (GPGPU), or eight Intel many-integrated-core (MIC)
coprocessors—or any eight-card combination of the two;
and up to 48 hard disk drives (HDD), or solid-state drives
(SSD). Its nominal configuration features servers with two
Intel Xeon Ivy Bridge E5-2650v2 (16 cores/node), 128 GB
of DRAM, 1TB of Flash-based NVRAM (i.e., Fusion-io
IoDrive-2), 2TB of SSD and 4TB of hard disk, one Intel
Xeon Phi 7120P, and Infiniband FDR network connectiv-
ity. This platform also mirrors key architectural characteris-
tics of high-end system, such as XSEDE’s Stampede system
at TACC, and provides several unique features to support
our research goals. Furthermore, CAPER is instrumented
with both coarse- and fine-grained power metering at server
level—an instrumented Raritan PDU provides power mea-
surements at 1 Hz, and a Yokogawa DL850E ScopeCorder
data acquisition recorder provides power measurements at
up to 1 kHz (from 1 Ms/s current and voltage modules).

CAPER provides us with a platform to validate our models
and investigate key aspects of data-centric and energy effi-
ciency research. Our experimental evaluation was conducted
using the fine-grained instrumentation system at server level
with power readings at 50 Hz. The system was configured
with turbo mode enabled and default OS-level DVFS capa-
bilities.
Software framework We have built a multi-threaded frame-
work which reproduces the behavior of the workflow
described in Sect. 3. It can be used to evaluate the different
configurations in terms of execution time and energy/power.
The framework divides the execution into stages. It uses a
synthetic workload, which (iteratively) performs the follow-
ing tasks:

1. simulation stages execute matrix multiplication kernels
(i.e., CPU-intensive computation),

2. the results of the matrix multiplications are stored to a
predefined memory level (i.e., HDD, SDD, etc.),

3. loads the data into memory, and
4. performs the analysis using a word finding kernel.

The amount of data, the rate of the simulation and the
analysis can also be configured. In the evaluation presented
in this paper, stages are composed of six steps and the matrix
multiplication kernel generates 1 GB of data per step (i.e.,
6 GB per stage). The data is written to the devices using
regular write operations.

The software framework uses a configuration file to define
all parameters. After setup, a monitor thread is spawned.
The monitor is in charge of spawning the necessary worker
threads to execute different tasks and to ensure the flow of
the application. Given that the framework is used to assess
performance of the application, we want to limit the over-
head of the monitor, so that all the computing power is used
by the application. To do so, upon creation the workers are
grouped based on the type of job they are executing (i.e.,
simulation, store data, analysis, load data) and each group
is assigned a queue of tasks. This solution not only ensures
limited overhead from the monitor’s perspective, but it also
enforces some control on the flow of the execution. As a
result the program needs minimal synchronization which is
another requirement because enforcing synchronization can
result in some or all threads being idle. It is undesirable to
have idle time since the server consumes power even when
it’s idle and there are two situation in which this can hap-
pen: (1) between stages of the execution (which is achieved
by the use of limited synchronization tool alone), and (2)
between threads from the same group, i.e., the threads finish
their tasks at different times (which is achieved by dividing
the workload in smaller tasks and making sure the number
of tasks it is divisible by the number of threads). To ensure
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fair share of the CPU, the number of working threads at any
time does not exceed the number of physical cores available
on the machine, unless the overloading thread is signaled.

The framework’s view of the memory is that it is divided
into four levels: DRAM, NVRAM, SSD and HDD. So far we
have explored fixed data paths, i.e., the memory level where
the data will be stored exclusively needs to be specified in the
configuration file. In this paper we do not use buffering-based
optimizations (e.g., double- or triple-buffering) to retrieve
data from different memory levels. This serves as a baseline
for future experiments in which we plan to combine memory
levels, optimizations and implement autonomic algorithms
for the dynamic placement of the data.

The following subsections provide a characterization of
the performance and energy/power behaviors of in-situ data
analytics using different technologies for data staging and
analyzes tradeoffs between the quality of the solution and
speculative techniques for data staging.

4.2 Data staging over the (deep) memory hierarchy

Figure 4 displays the execution time (top), energy con-
sumption (center) and average power (bottom) of the work-
flow’s execution using different configurations and paths
(i.e., devices) for data staging. It shows that when the number
of cores used for simulation increases, the simulation time
decreases while the analysis time increases. In general, the
execution time with HDD is much longer than with the other
devices; however, the difference in energy is lower due to
the limited power requirements of the HDD. The I/O cost (in
terms of execution time) is around 25 % larger with HDD
compared to SSD, on average. However, the I/O cost differ-
ence between flash-based devices (i.e., NVRAM and SSD) is
lower than 5 %, on average. The I/O costs are dominated by
store operations as the workflow performs load operations at
once while stores are interleaved within the simulation steps.
Further, the workload execution time deviation is small for
DRAM, NVRAM and SSD, but it is large for HDD.

Figure 4 (center) also shows that for 8s_8a configura-
tion (i.e., 8 cores used for simulation and 8 for analysis)
DRAM, NVRAM and SSD energy consumptions are close,
for 10s_6a NVRAM and SSD energy consumptions are
grouped together and at a equal difference between DRAM
and NVRAM energy consumption, and for the other two con-
figurations, the NVRAM and SSD energy consumptions get
close to HDD. This is because with four or less cores the
workload execution is dominated by the analysis time and it
results in significant idle time in the cores running simula-
tions. However, energy consumption and execution time are
quite correlated.

We can also observe some tradeoffs, for example NVRAM
is faster than SSD but it does consume more energy and
requires higher power as seen in 10_6 and 12_4 configura-

tions, because the average power—see Fig. 4 (bottom)—is
higher in NVRAM compared to SSD and HDD.

4.3 Tradeoffs with quality of the solution

Figure 5 displays the execution time (top), energy consump-
tion (center) and average power (bottom) of the workflow’s
execution for different frequencies of analysis. It shows that
both execution time and energy decrease as the number of
simulation steps between data analyses increases (i.e., fre-
quency of analysis decreases). Execution time and energy
consumption drastically decrease from f oa = 1 to f oa = 4;
however, they do decrease moderately with f oa ≥ 6. It
means that, for this specific configuration (i.e., 12 cores for
simulation and 4 for analysis), it is not worth to perform the
data analysis with less frequently than every six simulation
steps, as the savings in execution time and energy are low
while the impact on the scientific discovery (e.g., to be able
to visualize phenomena that are changing rapidly) associ-
ated to the workflow’s execution may be large. Thus, the best
tradeoff between performance/energy and quality of solution
is found when data is analyzed every 4–6 simulation steps.
Figure 5 (bottom) also shows that power increases as the
number of simulation steps between data analyses increases.
The reason is that the execution time is shorter and, conse-
quently, the CPU cores run simulation kernels (which are
more power demanding than data analysis) for a larger per-
centage of time.

4.4 Data speculation

Since there are different dimensions associated to the spec-
ulation such as its starting point, and its accuracy, we have
fixed the configuration to 12a_4a (i.e., 12 cores for simu-
lation and 4 for analysis) and the speculation start at 50 %
of the simulation stage. This is an approximation because
data speculation can be performed only when the data to be
moved is already available (i.e., existing data from previ-
ous simulation stages or data already produced in the previ-
ous simulation steps of the current stage). Figure 6 displays
the execution time (top), energy consumption (center) and
average power (bottom) of the workflow’s execution using
different devices for data staging and different speculation
accuracy levels. It shows that as the accuracy increases the
execution time and energy consumption decreases (between
10–20 %, on average depending on the device). When the
speculation is accurate, the difference in energy of NVRAM,
SSD, etc. is lower as speculation can be completed before
the simulation stage finishes. Figure 6 (bottom) shows that
average power is lower without speculation, especially with
HDD.

To understand better the performance/energy/power costs
and tradeoffs with speculation, Fig. 7 displays the outcomes
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Fig. 4 Execution time (top),
energy consumption (center)
and average power (bottom) of
the workflow’s execution using
different configurations and
devices for data staging. Each
group of columns represents one
configuration (number of cores
for simulation/analysis) and
each column (top) provides the
time breakdown for the different
phases of the workflow. Error
boxes show average and
standard deviation of five runs
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Fig. 5 Execution time (top),
energy consumption (center)
and average power (bottom) of
the workflow’s execution for
different frequency of analysis
(“ f oa”) and different devices
for data staging. Frequency of
analysis f oa = k means that the
data analysis is performed every
k simulation steps. Error boxes
show average and standard
deviation of five runs

of the workflow’s execution with some relevant configura-
tions. The top three outcomes show the workload’s stages
over time using different devices in the data path. The exe-
cution time is shorter using DRAM and NVRAM compared
to HDD, as expected. The bottom three outcomes show how
speculation can reduce the execution time when the specu-
lation is accurate. When the speculation is not accurate (last

outcome in Fig. 7) there is no improvement in the execu-
tion time but there is a significant cost of energy and power.
Thus, the key aspect is balancing the use of speculation and
its associated costs depending on the confidence of the spec-
ulation, which can be realized using an autonomic runtime
and/or prediction techniques. Figure 7 also shows relevant
tradeoffs. For example, the use of NVRAM and HDD with
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Fig. 6 Execution time (top),
energy consumption (center)
and average power (bottom) of
the workflow’s execution using
different devices for data staging
and different accuracy levels in
the data speculation. Error
boxes show average and
standard deviation of five runs

accurate speculation provide similar execution times; how-
ever, the energy cost is lower when using speculation while
the power cost is higher, as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, we can
conclude that speculation can optimize execution time and
energy, but it should be used only if there is enough power
budget available.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper provides an evaluation of data-intensive applica-
tion workflows with in-situ data analysis in terms of tradeoffs
between performance and power/energy behaviors. We ana-
lyze different configurations for both architecture and appli-
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Fig. 7 Outcomes of the
workload execution using
different devices and
configurations. In the outcomes
that use HDD with speculation,
the speculation starts at 50 % of
the simulation stage. The X axis
represents time

Fig. 8 Power dissipation over
time using NVRAM (i.e.,
“nospec”) and using HDD with
speculation starting at 50 % with
accuracy = 100 % (i.e., “spec”).
The energy using NVRAM and
HDD with speculation is 403
and 388 kJ, respectively

cation, considering deep memory hierarchies, data specula-
tion and quality of the solution, among other parameters.
The empirical evaluation and the analysis provided is key in
setting the basis for modeling and optimizing data-intensive
scientific workflows.

Our future work includes extending this characterization
in order to analyze the impact of the use of co-processors
along with the deep memory hierarchy (e.g., offloading the
analytics component to Intel MIC co-processors). We also
plan to validate these results with multiple nodes and using
real applications (e.g., S3D) instead of a synthetic workflow.
Furthermore, we will apply this work in order to develop a
comprehensive model of data-intensive workflows and use

it for developing an autonomic runtime that can balance
dynamically the tradeoffs studied in this paper.
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